SPECIALIST (M/F) CLOUD COMPUTING AS TRAINEE AT NOKIA NETWORKS IN MUNICH, GERMANY OR ESPOO, FINLAND

Rotation through several departments in challenging projects, buddy program, networking possibilities, and an international workplace with long term career perspectives – these are your expectations for a trainee program? Then join Nokia and the IT Management team.

JOB DESCRIPTION
Nokia Networks is the world’s specialist in mobile broadband. Nokia provides the world’s most efficient mobile networks, the intelligence to maximize the value of those networks, and the services to make it all work seamlessly. Headquarterd in Espoo, Finland, Nokia operates in over 150 countries with almost 60,000 employees around the globe.

JOB DUTIES
Become part of this future-oriented company as a Trainee (m/f) in cloud computing in Munich, Germany or Espoo, Finland from 11th January 2016 until the end of December 2017.

STRUCTURE
- 6 months in the base location with a focus on cloud computing
- 3 months in a non-related function together with all international trainees
- 6 months in an international assignment abroad within your field of expertise
- 9 months in an IT Management department related to ERP systems in the base location

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
- Get extensive insights into all relevant fields related to corporate IT Management like governance, performance management, architecture and process management in order to develop an understanding of all organizational aspects
- Take the lead in challenging projects in various departments in your base location as well as abroad
- Be perfectly prepared for a demanding position in IT Management within this growing and globally successful telecommunication company

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
- An unlimited contract and an attractive salary
- Knowledge transfer and guidance on a personal and professional level by an experienced mentor throughout the whole program
- Regular trainings and feedback evaluations to improve your strengths and develop your talents
- The opportunity to create your own international network and establish ties to the company’s management
- A flexible, dynamic corporate culture with short communication channels
REQUIREMENTS

- Above-average Bachelor’s, Master’s or Diploma degree in business IT, information technology, or a similar course of study
- Proven knowledge in cloud computing and ERP systems (e.g. work experience, internship, university project etc.)
- Ideally previous work experience in IT Management, e.g. as an intern or a working student
- Fluent Business English skills and ideally basic knowledge of the German/Finnish language
- High degree of flexibility and openness for global career opportunities
- Analytical skills as well as an innovative and open mindset with a hands-on-mentality
- Ability to interact effectively with a broad range of people of all hierarchies and cultural backgrounds

CLIENT INFORMATION

Contact persons: Yasmin Pech and Anna Ihl

Telephone: 0049-89-693341056 and 0049-693 341 109#

Link: https://www.academicwork.de/stellenanzeige/specialist-m-f-cloud-computing-as-trainee-at-nokia-networks-in-munich-germany-or-espoo-finland/14962781#logInModal

Email: nokia.graduate-IT@academicwork.de

How to apply:

- German-speaking applicants may submit their application through our website www.academicwork.de.
- Applicants who do not speak German may send their application to the e-mail address listed above.
- The channel through which an applicant chooses to apply does not influence the evaluation process. Application via e-mail is offered because the application system on the website is in German and might therefore be difficult to navigate for non-German speakers.
- All documents must include a CV, cover letter (in English) and certificates.

ACADEMIC WORK - HOME OF THE YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

We are specialized in placing Young Professionals with up to five years of working experience, offering them excellent career opportunities. For more information please visit our website www.academicwork.de